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ABSTRACT
One challenge for maintaining a large-scale software system,
especially an online service system, is to quickly respond
to customer issues. The issue reports typically have many
categorical attributes that reflect the characteristics of the
issues. For a commercial system, most of the time the volume of reported issues is relatively constant. Sometimes,
there are emerging issues that lead to significant volume increase. It is important for support engineers to efficiently
and effectively identify and resolve such emerging issues,
since they have impacted a large number of customers. Currently, problem identification for an emerging issue is a tedious and error-prone process, because it requires support
engineers to manually identify a particular attribute combination that characterizes the emerging issue among a large
number of attribute combinations. We call such an attribute
combination effective combination, which is important for issue isolation and diagnosis. In this paper, we propose iDice,
an approach that can identify the effective combination for
an emerging issue with high quality and performance. We
evaluate the effectiveness and efficiency of iDice through experiments. We have also successfully applied iDice to several
Microsoft online service systems in production. The results
confirm that iDice can help identify emerging issues and reduce maintenance effort.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
D.2.5 [Software Engineering]: Testing and Debugging diagnostics; D.2.8 [Software Engineering]: Management
- software quality assurance
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Emerging issues, problem identification, effective combination, problem diagnostic, issue reports

1.

INTRODUCTION

Despite immense efforts spent on software quality assurance, various types of failures often occur in software systems
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in actual operations. Whenever customers encounter a problem, they can report the issue to the technical support team
of the software system. For a widely-used, large-scale software system, the support team could receive a large number
of issue reports from customers over a period of time. Furthermore, in order to enable quick response to changing market requirements, today’s software systems evolve quickly
- developers constantly update existing features, add new
features, and release new versions within a relatively short
time. Therefore, support engineers often encounter new issues reported by customers. The maintenance task could be
even more challenging for large-scale online service systems
(such as Microsoft Office 365, Windows Azure, and Visual
Studio Online) [20, 7], which are attracting growing number
of customers and are updated more frequently.
A typical customer issue report consists of many categorical attributes such as product version, the problematic
product feature, product configuration, client OS, service
package, country, etc. Each attribute has a set of distinct
values. An issue report also includes a time stamp recording
the time at which the report was received. Therefore, the
issue report data can be treated as multi-dimensional, time
series data.
Oftentimes, it is observed that the volume of issue reports
under a certain attribute combination could suddenly increase significantly at a certain point of time. Such a “burst”
may be due to major feature changes, configuration mistakes, environmental incidents, or software bugs. We call
these issues emerging issues. For example, in June 2013, a
bug in a new update of a Microsoft online service caused
a sudden increases of issue reports related to a certain attribute combination. This upward trend of issue reports
continued for several days and incurred significant increase
of support cost. The emerging issues have negative impact
on a large number of customers, therefore, they should be
assigned a high priority for fixing. Otherwise, more customers could be affected and more issue reports could be
received. In order to detect emerging issues, the support engineers need to identify a particular attribute combination
that can characterize the issues. The attribute combination helps isolate the problem, find the root cause of the
issue, and bring the system back to normal. We call such an
attribute combination effective combination since it characterizes an emerging issue.
In current practice, among the Microsoft support engineers we have talked with, the identification of effective combinations is largely performed manually, e.g., they use Excel
Pivot Table to look for the candidate attribute combina-
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The research described in this paper is motivated by the
real-world requirements arisen from the maintenance of a
Microsoft online service. Every day, the support team receives a lot of issue reports from customers around the world.
Table I shows a sample of issue reports. In the table, each
row represents one issue report. Each issue report has a
set of associated attributes, such as TenantType, ProductFeature, ProductVersion, SubscriptionPackage, DataCenter,
Country, UserAgent, ClientOS, and so on. Each attribute
has multiple possible values and depicts a certain aspect
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Further investigation showed that before December 8, 2013,
this attribute combination was associated with an average
of 70 issue reports per day. Starting from December 8, the
number of issue reports associated with this attribute combination rose to over 300 per day. This particular attribute
combination characterized the emerging issue and provided
useful information for problem investigation. We call such
an attribution combination Effective Combination.
Having identified the emerging issue, support engineers
quickly found out that these issue reports were related to a
software configuration error, which failed to create accounts
for customers in India, who were subscribed to the service
through TenantType EDU. Therefore, many customers contacted the Microsoft support team asking for help. The effective combination associated with the emerging issue provided useful information for support engineers to isolate the
problem and locate the root cause.
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2.

As mentioned in Section 1, sometimes the number of issue reports associated with a certain attribute combination
could suddenly increase, i.e. an emerging issue could occur.
This could be due to a server-side fault (e.g., a configuration
error, a software bug, a compatibility issue, or other software
problems), or a hardware-related fault (e.g., hard disk crash,
network device failure, etc.). For example, Figure 1 shows
a real emerging issue detected in 2013. The number of issue reports containing the following attribute combination
significantly increased on December 8:
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The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section
2, we introduce the motivation of this work. We formulate
the problem of emerging issue identification and introduce
iDice in detail in Sections 3 and 4, respectively. In Section
5, we evaluate iDice using experiments. In Section 6, we
describe the case studies where iDice is applied to production
online services. We present the related work in Section 7 and
conclude this paper in Section 8.
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• We evaluate iDice through in-house experiments. In
addition, we also apply iDice to Microsoft online service systems in production. The results confirm the
effectiveness and efficiency of iDice.

Country=“India”; TenantType=“Home”; DataCenter=“DC1”
Country=“India”; TenantType=“Edu”; DataCenter=“DC6”
Country=“UK”; TenantType=“Edu”; DataCenter=“DC3”
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• We propose iDice, an automated approach that helps
support engineers effectively and efficiently identify the
effective combinations that isolate the emerging issues.

of the context about the issue. For example, the attribute
P roductF eature specifies the product feature with which
customers encountered problems. Besides the attributes,
each issue report also has a time stamp that records the
time at which the issue was reported.
Most of the time, the support team receives a relatively
stable number of issue reports every day. The issue reports
contain many combinations of attributes, such as:

# Issue Reports

tions that may indicate the significant upward trend in the
number of issue reports. Clearly, when the number of attributes and attribute values are many, support engineers
need to search through a large number of possible attribute
combinations in order to identify the effective ones reflecting emerging issues. Detecting emerging issues could be very
difficult, because the burst of an emerging issue can be easily lost within the background noisy issue reports and no
clear burst can be observed in the overall trend of all issues. Detection of such hidden emerging issues is a rather
labor intensive and time-consuming process. We will elaborate more about this problem using a motivating example
in Section 2.
In this paper, we propose iDice, an automated algorithm
that helps support engineers identify the effective combinations that are associated with emerging issues. We formulate the problem of identifying emerging issues as a pattern
mining problem: given a volume of customer issue reports
over a period of time, the goal is to search for an attribute
combination that isolates the entire multi-dimensional time
series dataset into two partitions: one showing a significant
increase of issue volume, and the other not showing such an
increase. As the number of attribute combinations could be
huge, we design several pruning techniques to significantly
reduce the search space.
We have performed experiments to evaluate the effectiveness and efficiency of iDice, on both real-world and synthetic
datasets. The F-measure values achieved by iDice are all
above 0.85. We have also successfully applied iDice to the
maintenance of Microsoft online services, and confirmed the
usefulness of iDice in industrial practice.
The contributions of this paper are as follows:

Figure 1: An example of emerging issue
As demonstrated by this example, it is important to effectively and efficiently detect such emerging issues and their
associated attribute combinations. This not only helps resolve customer issues and increases customer satisfaction,

Table 1: Sample Issue Reports for a Microsoft Online Service System
Time
5-Dec 11:01
6-Dec 15:01
7-Dec 10:22
8-Dec 05:33
8-Dec 15:04
8-Dec 15:16
8-Dec 15:26

TenantType
Home
Home
Edu
Edu
Enterprise
Edu
Edu

ProductFeature
Admin
Modify
Edit
Share
Share
Admin
Edit

ProductVersion
V15 RTM
V15 RTM
V16 SP1
V16 SP2
V15 RTM
V16 SP1
V16 SP2

but also helps reduce the support cost as more incoming
support requests related to the same issue could be avoided.

2.2

Challenge

To detect emerging issues and identify the associated attribute combinations, in current practice, most of the time
the support engineers manually explore different attribute
combinations using a pivot table1 , and look for candidate
combinations that are associated with significant upward
trend in the issue reports. For example, to detect the emerging patterns shown in Figure 1, the support engineers may
first aggregate the data by date. They then look for potential emerging issues by selecting an attribute combination
iteratively and summarizing the data table by that attribute
combination.
However, manual identification of emerging issues could
be very difficult when support engineers cannot observe significant changes in the overall number of issues. Some emerging issues can only be observed under certain attribute combinations. They may not always cause significant changes
to the overall number of issue reports for the entire system.
For example, in the motivating example, the number of issue
reports associated with the effective combination {Country
= “India” ; TenantType = “Edu”; DataCenter = “DC6”}
experienced a “burst”. However, because the support engineers actively resolved other issues, the overall quality of the
system was improved. Therefore, the total number of issues
for the entire system did not show any noticeable burst. In
this scenario, the support engineers need to examine various
attribute combinations one by one to detect emerging issues.
Clearly, the manual identification approach has the following problems:
• Inefficient: If there are many attributes and each attribute has many different values, there will be an
explosive number of possible attribute combinations,
which makes manual identification expensive or even
impossible. For example, if each issue report has 8 attributes and each attribute has more than 10 values,
then there are up to 108 possible attribute combinations. In order to locate the emerging issue as shown
in Figure 1, support engineers might need to examine
a huge number of candidate combinations. Obviously,
the manual identification approach does not scale.
• Ineffective: The manual approach is often an ad-hoc
exploration of different attribute combinations. The
effective attribute combinations may be missed. The
identified combinations may also contain redundancy
and overlap.
To automate the identification of emerging issues, simple frequent itemset mining approaches [10] alone are not
1
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Package
Basic
Basic
Lite
Pro
Lite
Ultimate
Pro

DataCenter
DC1
DC1
DC3
DC6
DC1
DC6
DC6

Country
India
USA
UK
India
Australia
India
India

UserAgent
IE7.0
IE6.0
Firefox30.0
IE7.0
IE11.0
IE11.0
Firefox31.0

ClientOS
Win8.1
WinXP
Win8.1
WinXP
Win8.1
Win8.1
Win7

...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...

sufficient. From Table 1, we can see that the dataset of
issue reports has two characteristics. On one hand, it is
time series data with temporal order; on the other hand, it
is also multi-dimensional data since each record has many
attributes. Therefore, the dataset of issue reports can be
treated as an combination of multi-dimensional data and
time series data. Most of the closed itemset approaches
only handle multi-dimensionality without considering the
temporal property. They cannot detect the change point
at which the volume of issue reports significantly increases.
Furthermore, the attribute combination associated with an
emerging issue may not be the frequent patterns across the
entire dataset. This is because the number of data records
associated with an effective combination may only occupy a
relatively small portion of the entire data space. For example, the total number of reports associated with the effective
combination {Country = “India” ; TenantType = “Edu”;
DataCenter = “DC6”} may be lower than the number of
reports associated with the attribute combination {Country = “USA” ; TenantType = “Home”} in the same month.
However, the number of reports associated with the effective
combination experienced a “burst”, while the others did not.
Emerging pattern mining [8, 16] can be used to detect attribute combinations whose frequencies change significantly
from one dataset to the other. Emerging pattern mining
methods mainly target at dataset without temporal order,
while the issue report data is time series data. Therefore,
they cannot be directly applied to detect changes and isolate
issues in issue reports.
In summary, the problems of manual identification reflect
a great demand on an automated tool for timely detection of
emerging issues. However, there is no existing approach that
can be directly used to solve this problem. This motivates
us to design a new approach to effectively and efficiently
identify the emerging issues in issue reports.

3.
3.1

PROBLEM FORMULATION
Effective Combinations

Motivated by the great demand from the maintenance of
real-world software systems, we design an approach to automatically identify the attribute combinations that characterize the emerging issues (i.e., the effective combinations).
Because issue report data could contain a large number of
attribute combinations, the challenge is to effectively identify the effective combinations from all the possible combinations.
The entire set of attribute combinations form a lattice
structure[10] through their subset-superset relationships, as
illustrated in Figure 2. Each node denotes an attribute combination, each edge denotes a subset-superset relationship.

• Less redundant: The identified attribute combinations
should be compact and concise because redundant results decrease detection accuracy and waste investigation efforts.

For two attribute combinations X and Y , if the data containing X is also included in the data containing Y , we call
X a subset of Y and Y a superset of X. For example, ABC
is a subset of AB and AC.

4.

THE PROPOSED APPROACH

We propose iDice, an approach to automatic identification
of effective combinations characterizing the emerging issues.
The key challenges for iDice is that the possible attribute
combinations form a huge search space, which makes it difficult or even impossible to check all the combinations one by
one. Therefore, the core algorithm of iDice is to effectively
reduce the search space without missing the effective combinations. In order to achieve this goal, we have designed the
following pruning strategies according to the requirements
described in Section 3.2:

Figure 2: Effective combination
In Figure 2, the node filled with black denotes an effective combination. It can isolate the nodes with significant
increases from other nodes that do not exhibit significant
increases. If an effective combination X is the symptom
of an emerging issue, and it is related to the burst of issue report volume, then all subsets of X should also be affected by the same issue and exhibit certain degree of significant volume increases at the same time, because other
attributes are orthogonal to this emerging issue. For example, if {Country=Japan, ProductVersion=V16SP2, ClientOS=Win8.1} is an effective combination indicating an emerging issue, then all its subsets, such as {Country=Japan,
ProductVersion=V16SP2, ClientOS=Win8.1, TenantType=
Edu} and {Country=Japan, ProductVersion= V16SP2, ClientOS=Win8.1, UserAgent=IE7.0}, should also experience significant increases in issue volume. On the other hand, the
supersets of an effective combination may or may not exhibit an increase in volume for the same emerging issue. For
example, we may not see a noticeable burst from all reports
about {ClientOS = W in8.1}.

3.2

Requirements

The effective combinations should be able to provide information to help support engineers identify and isolate problems. We have identified the following requirements for an
effective combination:
• Impactful : Support team needs to allocate limited resource to help as many customers as possible through
resolving the most impactful emerging issues. Therefore, an effective combination should associate with an
emerging issue that corresponds to a relatively large
number of issue reports.
• Reflecting changes: The identified attribute combinations should be able to separate themselves from the
other attribute combinations. That is, the volume of
issue reports associated with the identified attribute
combination should exhibit a significant burst after the
change point, while the volume of reports associated
with other attribute combinations does not exhibit the
same burst along time.

• Impact based Pruning. Each effective combination
should be related to a large volume of issue reports,
which means that it has impacted a large number of
customers. We adopt an impact-based strategy to remove the attribute combinations associated with small
numbers of issue reports.
• Change Detection based Pruning. Effective combinations should be able to reflect significant volume
increases of issue reports. Therefore, in the search process, we prune off the attribute combinations that exhibit small or no changes in issue volume.
• Isolation Power based Pruning. We use this strategy to remove the possible redundancy in the identified
effective combinations, and to make the results concise
and compact.
Figure 3 shows an overview of the iDice approach. iDice
takes as input the issue report data, which is multi dimensional, time series data such as the one shown in Table
1. Each dimension denotes a categorical attribute of issues. After preprocessing, iDice performs the following three
steps to efficiently search for effective combinations: impactbased pruning, change detection based pruning, and isolation power based pruning. Finally, the obtained results are
ranked and returned to users. In this section, we first introduce each of the major steps and then present the complete
algorithm.2

4.1

Impact based Pruning

In order to effectively reduce the search space, we perform
pruning based on the impact of attribute combinations. We
measure the impact of the attribute combinations as their
corresponding issue volume. We only consider the attribute
sets associated with large volume of issue reports, and prune
off those without high enough volume.
To achieve so, iDice utilizes a mining algorithm to identify all the equivalent closed itemsets whose support value
2
Note that our approach works in batch mode. This is because for the service products we worked with, the issue
data is provided in a batch scenario - the data is firstly
collected from different channels (including phone call, online form, and onsite-support) and then uploaded to a centralized server for further analysis on regular basis (after
post-processings such as data cleansing). Therefore, we are
unable to get data in a real-time manner.
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Issue Reports
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Pruning
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Result
Ranking

Isolation Power
based pruning

Figure 3: An overview of iDice
is larger than a user-defined support threshold. There are
many closed itemset mining algorithms [10] available and
any one of them can be applied. In our implementation,
we use the BFS (Breadth-first Search) based closed itemset
mining approach [10]. We ignore the time stamp information
of the issue reports, and apply the BFS-based closed itemset mining algorithm on the entire dataset D. Clearly, the
resultant closed itemsets X contain all the attribute combinations leading to the emerging issues. It is straightforward to prove that X obtained from D contain all the closed
itemsets obtained from any supersets of D. As a property
of effective combination, if one attribute combination has
no sufficient volume, it is obvious that all its subsets do not
have enough volume either (refer to Section 3). Thus we can
directly remove this attribute combination together with all
its subsets.
As an example, considering the following two attribute
combinations:
X={Country=India; TenantType=Edu; DataCenter=DC6}
Y={Country=USA; TenantType=Edu; DataCenter=DC1}
If the occurrence of Y is low (i.e., lower than the support
threshold) and the occurrence of X is high (i.e., higher than
the support threshold), Y and all its subsets will be pruned
off and X will remain.

4.2

Change Detection based Pruning

In addition to being impactful, the attribute combinations
we look for should also be related to emerging issues. In
other words, we need to find out the attribute combinations
that correspond to significant increases in issue report volume (i.e., the bursts).
For each closed itemset obtained after impact-based pruning, we check whether the corresponding volume of reports
has a significant increase. To achieve so, we consider the
time stamp information of the data and build time series
data for the closed itemsets. Each data point in the time
series denotes the volume of reports that contains the corresponding closed itemsets at a particular time stamp. We
then apply change detection algorithm to detect the change
points (i.e. the points where issue bursts occur) in the time

series data.
In our implementation, we adopt GLR (Generalized Likelihood Ratio) [3] as the change detection algorithm. Change
detection can be formulated as a hypothesis-testing problem. Suppose the values of a time series fit a distribution
θ0 , if there is a change, the values during the change region
conform to another distribution θ1 . Here, the hypothesis H0
corresponds to “no change”, and H1 corresponds to “change”.
GLR maintains a threshold. Given a few continuous data
points, if the sum of their logarithm-likelihood-ratio is greater
than the threshold, these continuous data points are detected as a change region. The first point of the continuous
data points is deemed as the change point [3]. For example,
in Figure 1, the points from “Dec 8” to “Dec 10” constitute
a change region, and the point of “Dec 8” is a change point.
For the time series data without any change points, the corresponding attribute combinations will be pruned.
As an example, considering the following two attribute
combinations:
X={Country=India; TenantType=Edu; DataCenter=DC6}
Y={Country=UK; TenantType=Home; DataCenter=DC1}
Their corresponding time series are SX and SY , respectively. If we detect that the occurrence of SX has a significant change (e.g., from 100 to 300) starting from Dec 8 (i.e.
change point), while SY does not have a significant change
over time, then Y will be pruned, and the change point of
SX will be used in follow-up isolation power based pruning.

4.3

Isolation Power based Pruning

As discussed in Section 3, an effective combination should
be able to isolate the attribute combinations that exhibit
changes from the other combinations that do not. This property can help us further remove the possible redundancy in
the obtained itemsets. To achieve so, we propose the notion
of Isolation Power :

1
1
1
Xa ln
+ Xb ln
IP (X) = −
P (a|X)
P (b|X)
Ωa + Ωb

1
1
+ (Ωb − Xb ) ln
+(Ωa − Xa ) ln
P (a|X̄)
P (b|X̄)
(1)
Let SX be the time series data corresponding to the attribute
combination X, Xa denotes the volume of time series data
in SX during the change region of X, and Xb denotes the
volume of time series data in SX before the change point of
X. Ωa denotes the entire volume during the change region
of X, and Ωb denotes the entire volume before the change
point of X. All ∗ denote the mean value of the corresponding
time series. Also:
Xa
Xb
P (a|X) =
, P (b|X) =
,
Xb + Xa
Xb + Xa
Ωa − Xa
P (a|X̄) =
,
Ωa + Ωb − Xb − Xa
Ωb − Xb
P (b|X̄) =
.
Ωa + Ωb − Xb − Xa
The proposed Isolation Power is based on the idea of Information Entropy [1]. As discussed in Section 3 and illustrated
by Figure 2, the entire set of attribute combinations form a
lattice, and every node in the lattice can split the dataset
into two parts: the issue reports that contain the attributes,
and the reports that do not contain the attributes. If an attribute combination is an effective combination, all its subset

nodes in the lattice exhibit significant increases in the same
change region, but its sibling nodes do not. Therefore, an
effective combination is the node that can exactly split the
entire dataset into two parts: with and without a significant
increase. According to the information theory [1], the overall
entropy of two datasets (e.g., A and B) where each dataset
(A or B) contains samples with an identical property (e.g.,
all of them exhibit increases, or all of them do not exhibit
increases) is much smaller than the entropy of two datasets
where samples with different properties are mixed together.
Based on this concept, we calculate Isolation Power to mimic
the calculation of entropy.
During the search process, if the current set has a higher
isolation power than its direct supersets and subsets, then
the current set is an effective attribute combination, satisfying the requirements for effective combinations described in
Section 3. In this case, all its subsets will not be searched.
In this way, we can reduce search space using the Isolation
Power measure. Considering a simple example with three
attribute combinations:
X={Country=India}
Y={Country=India; TenantType=Edu; DataCenter=DC6}
Z={Country=India; TenantType=Edu; DataCenter=DC6;
Package=Lite}
If Y has a higher isolation power than its subset Z and superset X, Y will be considered and Z and X will be removed
from the search space.

4.4

Result Ranking

In real-world scenarios, we may obtain a set of effective
combinations from the data. We rank the effective combinations according to their relative significance. We adopt a
score similar to Fisher distance [10] for the ranking:

Algorithm 1: iDice(D)

1
2
3
4
5

Input: D, issue reports (multi-dimensional time series
data.)
Output: P , the effective combinations.
PreProcessing dataset D;
while (true) do
//BFS-based Closed Itemset Mining on D
pi = BF S Closed Itemset().getN ext() ;
if (pi == N U LL) then
Break;

6
7
8
9
10

Impact Evaluation (pi );
if impact of pi < minimum support then
Remove the current set pi ;
Skip all subsets of pi ;
Continue;

11
12
13
14

si ←Map pi into time series form;
Perform Change Detection on si ;
if si has no change point then
Continue;

15
16

Evaluate isolation power of pi ;
if isolation power of pi > isolation power of pi ’s
direct subsets then
Add pi to the candidate list P ;
Skip all subsets of pi ;
Continue;

17
18
19

20 /*Result ranking*/
21 foreach p in P do
22
Calculate the ranking score Rp ;
23
if Rp < cutoff threshold then
24
Remove p from P ;
25
Continue;
26

pa
R = pa ∗ ln
pb

(2)

In the above equation, p denotes the ratio: p = VVXt
,
t
where VXt denotes the volume of current effective combination during a time period t and Vt denotes the total volume
during t. pa , pb are the ratios during the detected change
region (i.e. the time period of a change) and before the
detected change point (i.e. the starting point of a change
region) respectively.
We can see from Equation 2 that the score R: (1) considers
the global impact of the combination. If two combinations
have the same change ratio (which means that they have the
same trending significance), we will rank the one with larger
volume higher; (2) reflects the change ratio through ppab .
The attribute combination with a very low R score is
considered less significant and can be pruned away. In our
implementation, we prune away the attribute combinations
whose R score is lower than a cutoff threshold (which is empirically set to 1.0 in our implementation). Finally, we rank
the remaining attribute combinations and output them as
the effective combinations.

4.5

The Overall Algorithm

The pseudo code for identifying effective combinations is
shown in Algorithm 1. The algorithm takes the issue report data (which is multi-dimensional, time-series data) as
input, and searches for effective combinations that are associated with emerging issues. The preprocessing at Line

Rank p by its significance Rp ;

27 Return P ;

1 includes data cleaning, which is to filter out the obvious
noise attributes in the dataset, e.g., all the “null” values.
For each closed itemset pi returned by the BFS (Breadth
First Search) based closed itemset mining process, iDice performs Impact-based pruning (lines 6-10), Change Detection
based pruning (lines 11-14), and Isolation Power based pruning (lines 15-19). These steps prune away attribute combinations and reduce the search space, making it possible
to identify effective combinations from a large number of
attribute combinations. Lines 21 to 26 denote the result
ranking part of iDice.

5.

EVALUATION

In this section, we describe our experimental evaluation
of iDice. We aim to answer the following questions:
RQ1: How effective is iDice in detecting emerging issues?
RQ2: How efficient is iDice in detecting emerging issues?
RQ3: How does iDice perform under different configurations?

5.1

Setup

Datasets. We use two datasets to evaluate the effectiveness of iDice.

Microsoft Service X : Service X is a geographically distributed, external-facing, web-based online service, serving
hundreds of millions of end users. During a certain period of time, the support team encountered a “burst” in
the number of issue reports. We collected the actual issue
report data, which contains more than ten thousand issue
reports collected in early 2015. Each report has two attributes Application and DataCenter (apart from the Time
and ID attributes). The Application attribute has 5 values
(A1-A5). The DataCenter attributes has 10 values (DC1DC10). There are total 92 emerging issues in this dataset,
which are verified by the domain experts in the product
team.3 Due to sensitivity reasons, we omit and anonymize
the detail information about the dataset.
Synthetic: To further evaluate iDice, we also design a simulation dataset. We first randomly generate a 60-day dataset
with 100 issue reports on each day. Each issue report has
8 attributes, and each attribute has 4 distinct values. A
randomly generated combination of attribute values is then
assigned to each report. In this way, we create a synthetic
dataset with 60*100 data points. We then simulate the occurrence of a single emerging issue as follows. First, we
randomly select an attribute combination fe to represent an
error pattern and a day dc as the change point, i.e. the day
when fe occurs. Second, we increase the number of issue
reports containing fe by a random value, e.g., between 15
and 20. Third, we perform such increment for fe each day
after the change point dc until the 60th day. In this way, we
get the resultant dataset seeded with one emerging issue.
Similarly, we generate a dataset to simulate the occurrence
of two emerging issues. During the evaluation, we randomly
seed the emerging issue(s), perform the detection, and calculate the evaluation measures. We repeat such process N
times and compute the average results.
Measures. We use F-measure, Recall, and P recision
metrics to evaluate the effectiveness of iDice. The F-measure
is defined as follows:
F-measure =

2 × P recision × Recall
P recision + Recall

(3)

P
P
where P recision = T PT+F
and Recall = T PT+F
. Here,
P
N
TP (true positive) is the number of actual effective combinations correctly reported by iDice. FP (false positive) is
the number of wrongly reported effective combinations. TN
(true negative) is the number of non-effective combinations
that are correctly reported by iDice. FN (false negative) is
the number of effective combinations that are not reported
by iDice. The higher the metric values, the better the detection performance. In addition, we measure the execution
time (in seconds) to evaluate the efficiency of iDice.
Hardware. The experiments were run on a PC with
(Intel(R) Core(TM) i7-3770 CPU @ 3.34GHz with 16GB
RAM).
Comparison algorithm. We compare iDice with DPMiner [16], which is one of state-of-the-art algorithms for
mining emerging patterns. DPMiner detects emerging pat3

We choose this dataset because it has quality labels verified
by domain experts. Although we do have other real datasets
that have a larger number of attributes, the quality of their
labels may be insufficient due to the difficulties of manual
identification effort as described in Section 2. Furthermore,
such real issue reports cannot be labeled by non-domain experts due to lacking of domain knowledge.

Table 2: Evaluation results on Microsoft Service X
dataset
Metrics
iDice DPMiner
Recall
0.84
0.83
Precision
0.88
0.37
F-meaure
0.86
0.51

Table 3: Evaluation results on synthetic dataset
Single Issue
Two Issues
Metrics
R
P
F
R
P
F
iDice
0.98 0.95 0.96 0.84 0.90 0.86
DPMiner 1.00 0.16 0.27 1.00 0.14 0.25
(R: Recall, P: Precision, F: F-measure)

terns, which are itemsets whose support rates increase significantly from one dataset to the other. As described in
Section 2, emerging pattern mining techniques such as DPMiner is not originally designed for mining effective combinations because it does not support change detection in
time series data. Also, there are no pruning strategies based
on isolation power. In our experiment, to enable comparison, we manually set the data before the change point dc as
one database, and the remaining data as the other database.
We then apply DPMiner and compare its results with those
produced by iDice.

5.2
5.2.1

Experimental Results
RQ1: The effectiveness of iDice

According to the setup described in Section 5.1, we conduct experiments to evaluate iDice using both Microsoft Service X data and the synthetic data. The impact threshold
is set to 1%.
For Microsoft Service X data, iDice is able to achieve
good results, as shown in Table 2. The Recall, Precision,
and F-measure values are 0.84, 0.88, and 0.86, respectively.
Furthermore, iDice significantly outperforms the DPMiner
approach. The improvement on F-measure is 69%.
For the synthetic data, we run iDice with single and two
seeded emerging issues. Each experiment is performed 50
times. The average results are shown in Table 3. For the
single-issue and two-issue experiments, the F-measure achieved
by iDice is 0.96 and 0.86, respectively. These results are
considered satisfactory. iDice also outperforms DPMiner in
terms of F-measure. Although DPMiner is able to detect
all effective attributes (Recall is 100%), it produces many
redundant and irrelevant results, leading to low Precision
values.
The reason why DPMiner performs worse than iDice is
that it does not utilize the Isolation Power pruning strategy
as designed by iDice. As a result, there are many redundant
and noisy itemsets in the results.

5.2.2

RQ2: The efficiency of iDice

To evaluate the efficiency of iDice, we measure the execution time of iDice on the two datasets (Microsoft Service
X and synthetic). For each dataset, we select an increasing
percentage of records and run both iDice and DPMiner, until
all records are selected. We then compare the performance
of iDice and DPMiner under different data sizes.
The evaluation results are shown in Figure 4 and Figure 5.
On both datasets, the execution time of DPMiner increases

sharply when the data size increases, while the execution
time of iDice stays relatively steady. The results confirm
the usefulness of the pruning strategies adopted by iDice.
Overall, our experiments show that iDice is effective and
efficient in identifying effective combinations for emerging
issues. iDice also performs better (in terms of both effectiveness and efficiency) than the related approach (DPMiner).

der different minimum support rates varying from 0.1% to
5% of the total data. The results for the synthetic dataset
is shown in Figure 6. Initially, when the minimum support rate is 0.1%, the F-measure is about 0.86. When the
minimum support rate increases from 0.5% to 2%, the Fmeasures achieved by iDice are around 0.9 and remain relatively constant. When the minimum support continues increasing, the F-measure starts to drop. This is because the
number of data points exceeding 2% minimum support is
rare. To summarize, the results show that, when minimum
support is properly set, iDice is able to achieve consistently
good results.

Figure 4: The performance of iDice on Microsoft
Service X dataset
Figure 6: Effectiveness of iDice with different minimum support values

Figure 5: The performance of iDice on the synthetic
dataset

5.2.3

RQ3: iDice under different configurations

As described in Section 4.1, iDice uses a parameter, the
impact threshold (i.e. the minimum support), for impactbased pruning, because we are only interested in the attribute combinations that are associated with a large volume
of issue reports (i.e. above the threshold). Currently, we allow users to set this parameter empirically based on their
domain knowledge. Different values of the parameter could
lead to different results. For example, if the impact threshold is too high, some useful information may be removed
during the search process. On the other hand, if the threshold is too low, the results could contain some redundant and
noisy information.
To understand the impact of different threshold settings
on the results, we evaluate the effectiveness of iDice un-

As described in Section 4.2, iDice selects only attribute
combinations that are associated with significant volume
changes, and uses the GLR method to detect the changes.
In our experiments on the synthetic dataset, we simulate
an emerging issue by increasing its occurrence by a certain
amount (between 15 and 20). Here, we study the impact of
different degrees of volume changes (i.e., different degrees of
burst) on the results.
To do so, for the seeded attribute combination, after the
change point, we insert the number of issue reports randomly
drawn from the following intervals: [3, 5], [5, 10], [10, 15],
[15, 20], [20, 25], and [25, 30]. In this way, we create 6 different synthetic datasets. We then evaluate the effectiveness
of iDice on each dataset. The results are shown in Figure 7.
We can see that when the number of seeded issues increases
from [3, 5] to [25, 30], the effectiveness of iDice increases
too. The results indicate that iDice performs better if the
degree of burst is high.

5.3

Threats to Validity

We have identified some threats to validity that should be
taken into consideration when using iDice.
Large number of issue reports: iDice is designed to
help support engineers quickly detect emerging issues in a
large number of issue reports based on data mining and statistical analysis. It is thus suitable for large-scale, softwareintensive systems that are experiencing a long period of evolution and have received a large number of issue reports over
time. For a small or short-lived system, the number of issue
reports is often small, thus making the statistical analysis
inappropriate.
Lack of ground truth for validation: In practice, the
amount of issue reports for a large-scale system is huge and

we found that this emerging issue was related to a version
update of Service Y’s mobile client. A software bug in the
new mobile client caused an UI problem, which triggered the
high volume of issue reports asking for help from the support
team. Had iDice been used immediately after this incident
occurred, a large amount of support cost (in millions dollars)
could have been reduced.
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keeps increasing. Furthermore, the issue reports could contain a large number of attribute combinations. It is very
time-consuming for support engineers to manually identify
and verify each and every emerging issue as well as the associated effective combinations. Furthermore, such real issue
reports cannot be labeled by non-domain experts due to the
lack of domain knowledge. Therefore, it is very difficult for
us to obtain a large-scale real dataset with high-quality labels. To overcome this threat, in our experiments we used
a relatively smaller dataset from Microsoft Service X, which
has quality labels verified by domain experts in the product team. We have also designed a synthetic dataset and
manually seeded issues into the dataset. Furthermore, we
have applied iDice to real-world online service systems and
confirmed its effectiveness in practice.

6.

450
400
350

SUCCESSFUL STORIES IN INDUSTRIAL
PRACTICE

We have successfully applied iDice to the maintenance
of Microsoft Service Y, which is a large-scale, widely-used
online service system. The dataset of Service Y contains
11 attributes (including Feature, Country, Topic, Package,
QuantitySize, DataCenter, AppVersion, OSVersion, etc.),
and 5.2 ∗ 1012 attribute combinations. Using a brute-force
method, it may take 108 seconds to analyze the combinations, which is inapplicable in practice. iDice helped the
support team of Service Y identify and resolve emerging issues. In this section, we present two successful stories of
iDice. We omit and anonymize some details for confidentiality reasons.

6.1

500

# Issue Reports

Figure 7: The effectiveness of iDice under different
degree of burst

The Mobile Client Issue

In June 2013, the Service Y team experienced a sudden
increase of support requests. This upward trend of issue
reports continued for several days, and the team was not able
to locate the problem manually during those days. Although
Service Y team eventually found the problem and fixed it,
the maintenance cost significantly increased due to the large
number of support requests received during this period.
In order to reduce the support cost, Service Y team looked
for techniques to help them quickly and effectively detect the
emerging issues. As requested, we ran iDice over the issue
data of Service Y and successfully detected the significant
upward trend in the support request volume starting in June
2013. As suggested by the identified effective combination,

The Double-Billing Issue

iDice helped Service Y team detect more emerging issues after it was used in production. One example is the
double-billing issue as follows. In November 2013, iDice
detected a significant upward trend in the support request
volume (Figure 8). The corresponding effective combination
is: {IssueCode = DoubleBilled, Country = U nitedStates,
F eature = CreditRequest}. As indicated by the effective
combination, this emerging issue occurred in the US market
and was related to credit request and double billing. Using
this information, the support team quickly diagnosed the
problem and located the root cause, which was related to
a vendor F. For the customers who used the charging service provided by F, a software bug in the service caused the
double-billing problem. iDice enabled the support team to
quickly diagnose and fix this emerging issue, thus reducing
the cost for handling support requests and improving customer satisfaction.

IssueCode == Double Billed
Country = United States
Feature = Credit Request

300
250
200
150

ChangePoint

100
50
0

November 2013

Figure 8: An emerging issue of double billing for
Microsoft Service Y

7.
7.1

RELATED WORK
The Analysis of Issue Reports

Many customer issues could be reported against a large
and complex software system. The issues could be caused by
program bugs, misconfigurations, operation errors, or environments. Over the years, there have been many empirical
studies on the characteristics of issues of software systems.
Various methods have also been proposed to detect such
issues. For example, Li et al. [18] and Chou et al. [5] manually collected bugs from large-scale open source projects
(such as Mozilla and Apache Web Server) and analyzed
the bug characteristics. They classified the bugs into different categories (such as root causes, impacts and software
components) and studied the correlation between categories.
Zhang and Kim [28] studied the changes in bug report volume over time. They identified six common quality evolution patterns such as Impulse (short, dramatic increase of
bug volume) and Hills (long-lasting high volume of bugs).

Their research suggests that the quality of an evolving software system is constantly changing. Kenmei et al. [14] applied ARIMA time series to model and forecast the trend of
issue requests for open source projects. Li et al. [17] studied
18 software usage characteristics and investigated how they
are related to field quality and how they differ between preand post-release. They identified the five most important usage characteristics through general linear regression. Kastner et al. [12, 13] analyzed complete configuration spaces of a
highly configurable software system to detect some classes of
issues. Menzies et al. [21] proposed machine-learning based
methods for learning from bug datasets succinct rules that
explain quality issues. Our work on iDice integrates closed
itemset mining, change detection, and pruning techniques
to detect emerging issues in multi-dimensional, time-series
issue report data.
Many bug prediction techniques (e.g, [6, 22, 24, 27]) select
a small set of important features that can best predict the
defect-proneness of a software module. Our work focuses on
the selection of features (attributes) that characterizes the
emerging issues.
Kim et al. [15] found that only 10 to 20 crashes account for
the large majority of crash reports for FireFox. If these top
crashes are not fixed, more crash reports are expected. They
trained a machine learner on the features of top crashes of
past releases, and predict the top crashes before a new release. Bird et al. [4] found that the reliability of a software
system depends on the environment it operates in. They
performed an empirical study of more than 200,000 Windows users, and identified many factors that affect system
reliability. They also applied association rule mining to detect the influence of factor combinations on reliability. Our
work detects a set of attributes (features) that are associated
with a significant change of issue reports.
Epifani et al. [9] targeted at the problem of identifying
change points concerning the reliability and performance of
a software service. Their approach is based on executions
trace produced by client invocations, and only tries to detect
change points. Nguyen et al. [23] detected performance regressions by analyzing a large number of performance counters using control charts. iDice works on customer issue reports. It identifies not only the change points, but also the
effective attribute combinations that are associated with the
changes.

7.2

Frequent and Emerging Pattern Mining

Frequent pattern mining has been widely used in software
engineering research for problems such as bug detection [19,
26] and API usage mining [30, 25]. Our work on iDice is
related to emerging pattern mining [8], which is not well
explored by SE community. An emerging pattern is defined
as an itemset whose support rate increases significantly from
one dataset to the other[8]. Zhang et al. [29] proposed an improved algorithm for emerging pattern mining named ConsEPMiner, which utilizes two types of constraints, External
constraints and Inherent constraints, to prune the search
space effectively. Although these constraints are the basis of
many posterior filtering methods, the algorithm could delete
some important patterns, which adversely affects the detection accuracy.
Bailey et al. [2] introduced the first tree-based approach
for mining Jump Emerging Patterns, which are patterns not
occurring in the background data. Unlike the traditional

FP-Trees [11], in their approach, the count of each item is
split into two values: count of an item in the first dataset,
and count of an item in the second dataset. Li et al. introduced DPMiner [16], which is an improved algorithm of
[2]. In our work, DPMiner is used as a baseline algorithm
for comparison.
Different from aforementioned methods for mining emerging patterns, iDice has the following characteristics: 1) The
data characteristic is different: the related emerging pattern
mining methods mainly target at dataset without temporal
order, while iDice supports time series data. 2) The goal is
also different: iDice targets at mining the attribute combination with the most isolation power in one dataset, while
the related methods focus on mining all itemsets whose support values are different from one dataset to the other. 3)
Regarding the pruning criteria, the related methods mainly
define impact thresholds for pruning, while iDice performs
pruning based on impact, change detection, and isolation
power. Therefore, the results of iDice have not only isolation power, but also less redundancy. These characteristics
make iDice more suitable for issue diagnosis, where both
effectiveness and efficiency are desired.

8.

CONCLUSION

Problem identification for emerging issues is important for
the maintenance of large-scale software systems, especially
online service systems. In this paper, we aim to identify
an effective combination that is associated with a significant
volume increase of issue reports. We have proposed iDice, an
approach for identifying effective combinations for emerging
issues. Our experiments demonstrate the effectiveness and
efficiency of our approach. We have also applied iDice to
the maintenance of several Microsoft online services, and
the results confirm the usefulness of iDice in practice.
In the future, we will make iDice a distributed algorithm
that is capable of supporting ultra-large-scale datasets. Furthermore, we will also apply iDice to solve other software
engineering problems, such as the identification of misconfigurations for a large and complex software system.
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